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From the SCUCC Chair... As we come to the close of a semester, I first want to thank each and every one for all the work you do to educate, heal, and intervene in the many crises we encounter. I am grateful for the privilege to represent you, the unsung heroes (in many cases) on our camJan Collins-Eaglin, PhD puses. Our role as counselCounseling Center Director ing center specialists keeps Michigan State University evolving and expanding. ______________________ When I started as a psyDear Counseling Center chologist at Eastern MichiColleagues, gan University, hospitalizing



a student was a major event. Now, hospitalizations occur weekly and are increasing. As Counseling Center specialists, we are called to hold not only the hands of our students, but parents, faculty and staff. We listen, consult, advise, and are present for the multiple issues that students present. We are the containers of hope and healing. Who is holding your hand and helping to ease the burden of our work. (Continued Page 2)



From the SCUCC Chair Elect...



Information



Lauren Woolley, Ph.D. Staff Psychologist University of San Diego I am delighted to join the



SCUCC leadership team as the chair-elect! For those of you I have not met, I am a staff psychologist at the University of San Diego Counseling Center. I also provide mental health services at our Student Health Center as part of a collaborative care pilot program. Currently, I am completing my last year as a member of the Division 17 Early Ca-



reer Professionals (ECP) Committee, and I am thrilled to have the opportunity to assume a new leadership role in Division 17. I enjoyed meeting many of you during this year’s APA Convention. I also quickly discovered that Facebook is not the only domain in which there are two degrees of separation between members! (Continued Page 3)
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Continued from the SCUCC Chair ... 



I encourage you as the semester ends to rest, be mindful , and do something to rejuvenate yourself. SCUCC has been active on your behalf. Under the leadership of Nicole Surething, we submitted a proposal to discuss the counseling center’s role in threat assessment teams. We are actively collaborating with the Early Career Section and the Student Section to provide programming and services. Your executive committee had a conference to develop goals for the year. Our goals are:   



 



To increase student/early career involvement with SCUCC Align SCUCC goals with Div. 17 goals To submit a collaborative presentation for the Hawaii Conference Survey membership on their priorities Sponsor a webinar



Increase membership through online dues payment.



Our goals to increase involvement with students and early psychologists are consistent with DIv. 17 goals. The Section Chair discussions included: making sure to invite students to the section in newsletter reports (i.e., making explicit mention of reduced/waived dues for students for joining section).  having student reps of sections write blurbs for SAS newsletter and/or SAS webpage.  Chairs discussed having a section "open house" during 2013 convention. Chairs discussed pros and cons of having the open house at specific times. Typically the open house has been early in the morning; chairs discussed possibility of tagging the open house with a 



Have Something to Say? We’d love to hear your voice in our next newsletter. All submissions with information relevant to the needs of University and College Counseling Centers are encouraged. The deadline for submissions for the Spring Newsletter is April 15, 2013. Articles should be approximately 500700 words in length.



student event. There was mention of trying to have the open house at the same time as a social hour, but some chairs felt that that "double booking" of the social hour time could provide problematic.



For more information contact: Tiffany O’Shaughnessy, Ph.D. SCUCC Communications Chair and Newsletter Editor [email protected]







We have a student and an early career representative on the executive committee . As we work through the year, we anticipate meaningful outcomes that will enhance our presence and practice.



We will keep you updated on our progress. Again take care of yourself and have a great semester break. ([email protected])
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Continued: From the Chair-Elect I feel fortunate that I have such a wonderful place to call home in APA. I am also embarrassed that I was not aware of SCUCC until recently, and I question if other college and university counseling psychologists and trainees are unaware of SCUCC and all it has to offer. During our recent SCUCC business meeting, we discussed the decrease in SCUCC membership and ways to increase our visibility within Division 17. I found this discussion timely given the recent publication of “Voices of Early Career Psychologists in Division 17, The Society of Counseling Psychology” by Smith et al. (2012). Smith et al. conducted a survey of ECPs in Division 17 and found among other outcomes that non-faculty ECPS tended to derive less satisfaction



from Division 17 compared to those in academia. I think this finding is particularly noteworthy for SCUCC given the majority of ECPs in college and university counseling centers do not hold faculty positions. Given the recent attention to building ECP membership in Division 17, I think SCUCC has a ripe opportunity to build its membership base. Some exciting ideas emerged during our business meeting including:   







expanding the SCUCC leadership team developing a student liaison position strengthening our relationship with Student Affiliates of Seventeen (SAS) collaborating with other sections of Division 17 to provide programming and social hours at convention



 



offering webinars utilizing social networking and electronic mailing lists to advertise SCUCC and the benefits of membership



I look forward to continued conversations with you about ways SCUCC can recruit and support students, ECPs and seasoned colleagues in college and university counseling centers. I wish everyone a restful winter break! Lauren Woolley, Ph.D. Licensed Psychologist -CA PSY 23740 [email protected]



SCUCC Leadership Roster Jan Collins-Eaglin—Chair



Lauren Woolley—Chair-Elect



Aaron Krasnow—Past-Chair



Chris Daood—Treasurer



Tiffany O’Shaughnessy—Communications Chair and Newsletter Editor



Sheri Clark—Research Committee



Jonathan Dator—Student Liaison



Larry Marks—Webmaster
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Addressing Interpersonal Violence Through Collaboration



“There is a lack of clarity regarding what a threat or violence risk assessment entails.”



Courtney Clippert Doctoral Candidate, Counseling Psychology Auburn University _____________________ Since the tragic events of April 16, 2007 at Virginia Technical Institute, and subsequent violent events on other campuses, university communities and administrators have become increasingly concerned about violence risk among their student population. Many universities have sought support and services from their campus counseling centers, and counseling centers have been increasingly feeling pressures to serve this need. Many counseling centers have been asked to perform assessments of violence risk for students who have come to the attention of the university. However, most counseling center psychologists have little-to-no training, knowledge, or experience in conducting these types of assessments. For those who do choose, or who need to respond to the pressure, to conduct violence risk assessments, it is important to have a better



understanding of this skill. Although discussion of violence assessment on university and college campuses is better suited to a book than a brief article, I provide a few points which bear upon this work below. There is a lack of clarity regarding what a threat or violence risk assessment entails. The terms “threat assessment” and “violence risk assessment” are often erroneously used synonymously, leaving counseling center psychologists at somewhat of a loss to find information to guide their practice. “Threat assessments” are behaviorallybased evaluations typically conducted by a multidisciplinary team. The factors considered are what the individual has done (e.g., stalking, making verbal or written threats, accumulating weapons, etc.), with the end goal of determining whether he or she poses a threat to another person. This is the most common type of violence assessment and is led primarily by police, judicial, and student affairs personnel. Although



a mental health consultant is often part of the team, the role of the psychologist (or the counseling center) is rather small because the focus is more on movement along the Pathway to Violence which consists of a grievance, ideation, research and planning, preparation, breach, and attack (Calhoun & Weston, 2003), rather than psychological factors. In contrast, a “violence risk assessment” typically refers to a psychological evaluation by a mental health professional. This type of assessment considers the psychological features which can contribute to violent behavior and results in a determination of level of risk for engaging in violent behavior. However, despite the perception derived from recent violent tragedies, violent behavior is such a rare occurrence that it has been difficult to create a set of risk factors specific to violence.



(Continued on page 8)
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We’ve started a Community page on Facebook. Stop by, “Like Us” and Start Sharing and Connecting with other SCUCC Members



Introducing our Student Liaison—Jonathan Dator



Jonathan Dator Seton Hall University ______________________ My name is Jonathan Dator and I am thrilled to be the first Student Liaison for the Section on College and University Counseling Centers! I would like to use this space in the newsletter to formally introduce myself and share some of my goals and aspirations for this officer position with all of you. I am currently a fourth year Counseling Psychology Ph.D. Candidate, with a concentration in Multicultural Studies, at Seton



Hall University in New Jersey. Prior to that, I earned Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study and Master of Education degrees in Counseling from Boston University and a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from Western Connecticut State University. My research and professional interests are in the areas of Latino mental health, issues related to being of multiple minority status, adjustment to acquired disability, and the impact of genetic diseases on the family. Clinically, I have domestic and international training experiences working in school, residential treatment, hospital outpatient, assisted living, and college and university counseling settings. Like many doctoral students in counseling psychology, I completed a practicum experience at a university counseling center. This occurred during the second year of my program and it not only introduced me to college mental health but it took my career in a whole new direction. After a few weeks of didactics and diverse



training seminars, providing a caseload of clients with weekly individual counseling sessions, participating in phenomenal individual and group supervision, and developing and participating in outreach and consultation to the university community, I knew I had fallen in love with the rewarding work this type of setting within the field of psychology provides. My time at Montclair State University’s Counseling and Psychological Services was so rewarding and powerful for my career development process that I chose to seek a university counseling center as my practicum placement for the third year of my program. This past academic year at Seton Hall University’s Counseling and Psychological Services validated for me that the young adult, college age population is one I am very passionate about. It is exciting to see individuals living away from home for the first time, figuring out who they are, navigating (Continued Page 7)
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Congratulations to our 2012 Award Winners Jon Davies, PhD University of Oregon 2012 Counseling Center Outstanding Contribution to Counseling Center Work Award Winner



Dr. Davies was recognized for his exemplary work at the University of Oregon, and particularly for his advocacy around men’s issues and prevention.



Yoko Mori, PhD University of Illinois—Chicago 2012 Counseling Center Outstanding Early Career Psychologist Award Winner



Dr. Mori was recognized for her significant contributions in the areas of collaboration with external community members and for facilitating training and cultural competence.



Goali Saedi, PhD University of California, Berkeley 2012 Counseling Center Outstanding Graduate Student/Intern Award



Dr. Saedi was recognized for her significant contributions at UC Berkeley, her advocacy work around Islamophobia, and her extensive public service and involvement.
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Student Liaison Continued... their way through academic, adjustment, relational, and personal challenges that eventually can lead to triumphs. I knew that if I had such a strong reaction and response during and after my own experience, other students probably had them too and I found myself with a strong desire this summer to connect and network with fellow students completing their training at similar sites. To my surprise, little to nothing in the professional society arena was available to students specifically looking to connect with the world of college and university counseling centers. That is something I would like to see change and when I attended the Division 17 Section on



College and University Counseling Centers Business Meeting in Orlando, Florida at the APA Convention this August, I was ecstatic to hear that the board was seeking a student liaison. My goal for this position within the section is to recruit student members, because with so many graduate students in psychology completing practicum and internship at college and university counseling centers, they are definitely out there and they just may not know that we are here, too. Additionally, I think it will be essential to give students within this section a voice. As a student, I know firsthand that posting to listservs of associations to which I am a member can be extremely intimidating



with the awareness that there are professionals that I both respect and admire potentially reading what I have to say. Therefore, creating a venue where students can interact with each other and gain insight from the knowledge and experience that the professional psychologists both on our board and within our section have to share with them will be extremely beneficial for all parties involved. Finally, I would like to close by stating that it is an absolute honor for me to take on this position and I look forward to collaborating with all fellow students and professionals in the near future. Thank you!



2012–2013 Goals Survey In an effort to better serve you, the SCUCC executive committee created a survey to identify our section goals for the year. We identified potential goals during our executive committee meeting, and we are eager to hear your feedback. We greatly appreciate you taking time to complete the brief (12 minute) survey at: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2HVKF2N
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Violence and Threat Assessments continued…



“Concern about violence on university campuses is much higher than the incidence of violent behavior, sometimes resulting in overidentifi cation of concerning students. .”



For example, although people who behave violently may have recently felt mistreated by someone else, very few people who feel mistreated engage in violent behaviors. As such, it is difficult to assess or predict violence without risking a high rate of false positives. It is helpful to bear in mind that violence can be conceptualized in two primary ways: affective and predatory (Meloy, 2007). Affective violence refers to an individual who becomes emotionallytriggered to engage in violent behavior; this is the “blind rage” type of violence, where anger overwhelms inhibition. This appears to be the most common type of violence on university campuses. Predatory violence refers to an individual who engages in a violent act with a premeditated goal such as “teaching him/ her a lesson,” improving the world/campus by removing



someone, or acquiring some personal gain (e.g., convincing a former partner to resume a relationship, intimidating a professor to change a grade). This type of violence is rare and difficult to “catch” due to its often carefully pre-planned and private nature. It is also the type of violence about which universities are most concerned, and which has stimulated interest in assessing violence risk. It is also important that counseling center psychologists respond to risk rather than campus anxiety. Concern about violence on university campuses is much higher than the incidence of violent behavior, sometimes resulting in overidentification of concerning students. While it is important to be comprehensive and vigilant, severe violence risk at the level which prompts concern is so rare that we should also seek to avoid treating the haystack as if it were a pile of needles.



Given the complexity involved in assessing risk of violent behavior, it is my position that, while psychologists can provide a valuable contribution through violence risk assessments as part of a multidisciplinary process, this should not be the only, or even the most prominent, component of a university’s consideration of a student’s risk of violence. Those psychologists that do become involved in assessing violence should pursue the level of training necessary to competently, and helpfully, contribute to a university’s efforts to prevent a future violent tragedy. References -Calhoun, F.S. & Weston, S. (2003). Contemporary threat management: A practical guide for identifying, assessing, and managing individuals of violent intent. San Diego: Specialized Training Services. -Meloy, J.R. (2007, June). Violence risk and threat assessment. Atlanta, GA.



Congratulations to our 2012 APA Student Poster Winners Adam Dziedzic & Alicia Irvin, Ph.D.



April Krowel



Oklahoma State University



Ball State University



Attachments and Self-injurious Behaviors Among College Students



Combat to campus: The needs of the transitioning student veteran



Thank you to Sheri Clark at Appalachian State University for her commitment to reviewing and selecting the submissions!
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Upcoming Conferences American Group Psychotherapy Association February 25—March 2, 2013 – New Orleans, LA www.agpa.org



NASPA March 17-20, 2013 – Orlando, FL http://www.naspa.org/conf



American College Personnel Convention March 4-7, 2013 – Las Vegas, NV www.myacpa.org



American Counseling Association March 20-24, 2013 – Cincinnati, OH www.counseling.org/convention



Association for Women in Psychology Conference March 7-10, 2013, Salt Lake City, UT www.awpsych.org



American Psychological Association July 31—August 4, 2013 – Honolulu, HI www.apa.org/convention



SCUCC Business Meeting, APA Convention, Orlando, FL August, 2012



Membership Application Section on College and University Counseling Centers A Section of the Society of Counseling Psychology—Division 17American Psychological Association



Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________ Name of College/University: ___________________________________________________________________ Highest Degree Awarded: _____________________________________________________________________ Work Setting: _________________________________ Position: _____________________________________ Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________ Gender: ( ) Male ( ) Female ( ) Transgendered APA Membership #:: _________________________________ Indicate Type of Membership: ( ) Section Member - Associate Member, Member, or Fellow of Division 17 ( ) Professional Affiliate - Affiliates of the Division, or Fellows or Members of APA who are not members of the Division but who have an interest in the purposes of the Section ( ) Student Affiliate - Any student belonging to APAGS or Division 17 SAG (Membership Fee Waived) Phone Number: ________________________________ Fax Number: _________________________________ ( ) New Membership



( ) Renewal



E-mail: ____________________________________________________________________________________ May we put your information on our webpage?



( ) Yes ( ) No



Would you like to be on the listserv?



( ) Yes ( ) No ( ) Already on Listserv



Signature: ____________________________________ Date: _______________________________________ Please list any ideas you have for future SCUCC Projects



Please Send the $10 Membership Dues and Completed Application To: Chris Daood Marquette University Counseling Center Holthusen Hall #204 P.O. Box 1881 Milwaukee, WI 53201 Checks Payable To: Division 17 SCUCC EIN for Division 17 is 52-1564001
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